


a better way 
to a better 
workplace.

MotionOffice is about providing the most effective environments to suit the diverse range 
of tasks carried out from focused individual work to open collaborative meetings.
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The way we work has changed. The days of the process worker 

doing one task at one desk are gone. The days of the knowledge 

worker have arrived and are here to stay. Working on a diverse 

range of tasks throughout the day, from focused individual work 

through to open collaborative work and everything in between. 

Technology has advanced to the point where people are 

connected everywhere they go. The ability to check a work email 

from home or have a business meeting with someone on the other 

side of the world provides great possibilities for the future of work. 

So shouldn’t our office environments reflect this? 

MotionOffice® is about providing the workplace with a family of 

products to better suit the diverse range of tasks that workers of 

today are facing. It’s about empowering employees to choose a 

space that will work for them. This could be a private work pod to 

complete a high focus task, a team workspace to provide training to 

your staff,  or an open collaborative area to build stronger working 

relationships. Designed with flexibility and customisation in mind, 

MotionOffice® can provide a range of spaces with our system of 

office furniture. Because no two workplaces are the same.
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Throughout a normal working day a number of diverse tasks 

are undertaken. Tasks range from High to Low Focus and from 

Individual to Collaborative. Our furniture provides workers with 

a range of effective environments to match each unique task.

Range of Spaces
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MotionOffice® individual work spaces 

provide effective settings to complete high 

focus individual tasks. A range of creative 

layouts are available to suit differing space 

and privacy requirements.
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Shell
Motion Shell work pods provide a very high level of acoustic 

and visual privacy, allowing workers to complete focused 

individual tasks in a comfortable enclosed environment.
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Zip
Motion Zip work pods provide a high level of acoustic 

and visual privacy, allowing workers to complete focused 

individual tasks in a comfortable environment.
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Wave
Motion Wave work pods provide a good touch down space 

for individual tasks. They are very space efficient, providing 

a small amount of acoustic and visual privacy for workers.
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Link
Motion Link freestanding phone booths provide workers with a 

private acoustic space to make phone/video calls. A standing height 

tabletop provides space for laptops or notebooks if necessary. Link 

is designed to keep noise from the outside out, while also enclosing 

the user to prevent them from distracting others in the workplace.
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These collaborative work spaces are 

designed to provide a focused area to 

complete group tasks effectively. Barriers 

provide acoustic and visual separation 

and privacy from other workers.
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Meeting
Motion Meeting is a four seater booth which provides a high level 

of privacy for users. This enclosed setting is ideal for anything 

from focused brainstorming sessions to client meet and greets.
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Grandstand
Motion Grandstand provides tiered seating for anything from 

quick meetings and presentations to relaxation. Available in the 

full Motion Felt range, the Grandstand modules can provide 

visual interest to any space.



Arc
Motion Arc provides space for people to collaborate together, 

and comes with the option of additional privacy walls to enclose 

the space and provide a high level of privacy for workers.
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Disc
Motion Discs are perfect for open spaces, providing 

comfortable individual seating spaces in a 360° range.
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Expo
Motion Expo is ideal for workplace presentations, providing two 

defined tiers for workers to gather around. The walls provide 

some acoustic privacy and help to define the area for its use. The 

bar leaner height desks provide space for laptops or notebooks 

as required.
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Our range of soft seating provides areas 

for people to socialise or complete short 

mobile tasks in a relaxed environment. 

These products can be positioned to direct 

flow or add interest to an open plan area. 
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Wing
Motion Wing seating can be arranged to create meeting spaces 

or be used as quite spaces to complete short individual tasks. 

The acoustic wings provide acoustic privacy with a more unique 

bold aesthetic.



Canopy
Motion Canopy seating can be arranged to create meeting 

spaces or be used as quite spaces to complete short individual 

tasks. The large acoustic panels and roof provide a very good 

level of privacy in the busy work environment.
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Fin
Motion Fin seating can be arranged to create open meeting 

areas or be used as spaces to complete short individual tasks. 

The low back creates an open welcoming environment for 

workers to relax as well.
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Tables
Motion Tables are designed to compliment Loop seating items 

by referencing the same aesthetic, replace a Loop with a table to 

add interest and storage space. The Tablet Table is designed to fit 

alongside the entire MotionOffice range. Ideal for using a laptop 

or notebook, and Coffee Tables provide a large surface area, 

creating space for staff to gather around and share ideas.
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Otto
Motion Otto is the smallest member of the MotionOffice 

family. Castors on the base provide a mobile option to 

create clusters or add seating to any desired area.
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MotionOffice® system is designed with 

customisation in mind, we offer a range 

of colours providing a unique finish to suit 

any client needs. There are a range of 

power and data options available to provide 

connectivity for your workforce.



Motion Felt
Available in 10 colours our Motion Felt is designed for heavy 

commercial use (100,000+ martindale rubs) and provides 

excellent sound absorption.

Ash Grey Deep BlueStone Grey Charcoal Grey  Ice Blue

Sunset Orange Avocado GreenEmerald Green Chilli Red  Bumblebee Yellow 
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Power & Data
There are a number of flexible power and data options 

available with MotionOffice to keep you connected. Cable 

ports allow wires to run through screens and pixels provide 

power and data points to plug into directly.

Surfaces
MotionOffice worktops are available in two different finishes, 

lacquered white and solid beech timber and are finished with 

a smooth shark nose edge.

White Lacquer Solid Beech
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Studio
L 2, 9 Elizabeth Street, Hobart, TAS 7000

Visit Us
bentleyworkspaces.com

Call Us
1300 789 922


